You are a Technical Writer if your job requires the ability to communicate complex technical information to other people not once but often and systematically and failure costs time, money or lives.

We propose a structured meet-up to become conscious of others, learn with them, share with them and to become better technical writers, communicators, speakers, illustrators, teachers, students.

We will start on Saturday morning

Joaquim Baptista, Altitude Software technical writer since 1997
Jaime Vasconcelos, OutSystems technical writer since 2007
Aldina Rodrigues, EuroScript manager since 1997

then

open networking over coffee
structured interaction

together we will create a public record of the event

We welcome professionals, students, teachers, researchers.

Come and meet us bring yourself share the cost is your time but remember to register or you won’t get a cookie.

You will enjoy this meeting!

ISCTE
22 JUNE 2013
9H00 - 12H30
ROOM C201

http://eurosigdoc.acm.org/twl
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